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Calling for back up means we                       need help                        . Calling for back up means we                       need help                        .

Back up is              safe Back up is              safe

Back up is             superior Back up is             superior

Back up is             speedy Back up is             speedy

Back up is             strength Back up is             strength

a.               Trust                  in the midst of trial a.               Trust                  in the midst of trial 

a.            Reliable                and ready a.            Reliable                and ready

a.               Priority             for a Purpose a.               Priority             for a Purpose

a.           Community          brings consistency a.           Community          brings consistency

b. Boundaries are a            blessing b. Boundaries are a            blessing

b. Free from              ridicule               and              reaction b. Free from              ridicule               and              reaction

b. Anywhere,             anytime              . b. Anywhere,             anytime              .

b. Community is strengthened by           compassion b. Community is strengthened by           compassion

Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you 
may be healed. The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective.
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4 Reasons why we don’t call for back up: 4 Reasons why we don’t call for back up:

As Christians there are 4 reasons we must call for back up: As Christians there are 4 reasons we must call for back up:

Accountability:  the state of being accountable;                 liable     
or answerable

Liable: legally responsible for the              damage               caused by your     
               action    

Accountability is not a buzz word…it’s a lifestyle.
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1. 1. 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

4. 4. 

James 5:16 James 5:16 

Calling for back up means we                 expose             our  
           weakness             .   

Calling for back up means we                 expose             our  
           weakness             .   

Calling for back up means we have to be               honest 
with            ourselves            .   

Calling for back up means we have to be               honest 
with            ourselves            .   

2. 2. James 1:14-15 James 1:14-15 

Calling for back up has been           unsuccessful        .         Calling for back up has been           unsuccessful        .         3. 3. 

4. 4. Proverbs 19:31 Proverbs 19:31

John 15:13 John 15:13 


